Abstract-We devise a distributed asynchronous stochastic ǫ-gradient-based algorithm to enable a network of computing and communicating nodes to solve a constrained discrete-time time-varying stochastic convex optimization problem. Each node updates its own decision variable only once every discrete time step. Under some assumptions (among which, strong convexity, Lipschitz continuity of the gradient, persistent excitation), we prove the algorithm's asymptotic convergence in expectation to an error bound whose size is related to the constant stepsize choice α, the variability in time of the optimization problem, and to the accuracy ǫ. Moreover, the convergence rate is linear. Then, we show how to compute locally stochastic ǫ-gradients that depend also on the time-varying noise probability density function (PDF) of the neighboring nodes, without requiring the neighbors to send such PDFs at each time step. We devise utilitybased policies to allow each node to decide whether to send or not the most up-to-date PDF, which guarantee a given user-specified error level ǫ in the computation of the stochastic ǫ-gradient. Numerical simulations display the added value of the proposed approach and its relevance for estimation and control of timevarying processes and networked systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider a time-varying stochastic optimization problem defined on time-varying functions that are distributed over a network of computing and communicating nodes. Let the nodes be labeled with i P V " t1, . . . , nu, and for each discrete time k P N, we equip each of them with the local function f i,k px, ωq : R dˆq Ñ R. In particular, the common vector x P R d represents the decision variables, while the stochastic vector ω P Ω Ď R q is a stochastic variable drawn from a given (or estimated) time-varying probability density function (PDF) p ω,k pωq on Ω. We assume that ω is comprised of local stochastic variables as ω " pω T 1 , . . . , ω T n q T , each of them of possible different dimensions and each of them uncorrelated with one another. Furthermore, we let ω i P Ω i , Ω " ś n i"1 Ω i , and ω i " p ωi,k pω i q on Ω i . The main goal for the computing nodes at each discrete time k is to solve the optimization problem (1) where each of the f i,k px, ωq is a convex function of x for all ω P Ω, while X k is a compact convex set.
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node i can communicate with all the nodes j P N i :" tj P V |pi, jq P Eu. This communication possibility is not assumed to be synchronous among the computing nodes, but can happen at asynchronous times. We only assume that when node i communicates with node j , node j communicates with node i as well (that is, we assume an edge-asynchronous protocol).
Stochastic optimization problems like (1) are rather popular in machine learning [1] , [2] . In this paper, we are more interested in their connection to the field of reasoning under uncertainty, self-awareness, and optimization-based design for distributed systems [3] , [4] , where each computing node may learn or change the estimate of its local p ωi,k with time. In addition to that, other instances of the problem encompass distributed stochastic control [5] , finance [6] , and distributed statistical signal processing [7] . As for possible high-impact societal applications, distributed time-varying stochastic problems as (1) arise in the context of smart grids [8] , [9] and cooperative adaptive cruise control [10] , to name a few.
If, for the moment, we focus only at the time-varying nature of the problem, we can also recognize in (1) optimization programs that appear in distributed estimation of stochastic time-varying signals [7] , in distributed control of mobile multi-robot systems with time-varying tasks [11] , and as a result of sequential convex programming approaches to multi-agent non-convex problems [12] . When each of the functions f i,k pxq and the set X k are time-invariant, several approaches can be applied to solve (1) . These techniques differ for the assumptions they require and the properties they can ensure (convergence, convergence rate, resilience to asynchronous communication protocols, among others). Examples of such approaches are the stochastic subgradient [13] , dual averaging [14] , and the alternating direction method of multipliers [15] . Since the aforementioned techniques are iterative, and they require communication among the nodes to converge to an optimizer of (1), they would provably converge in the case of time-varying f i,k pxq's and/or timevarying X k only when each node could exchange an infinite number of messages with its neighbors, between consecutive time steps k and k`1. Specific methods that account for a finite number of messages between consecutive time steps and still guarantee convergence have been proposed in [7] , [11] , [16] - [23] , but they are all limited to specific deterministic versions of (1) . Notably, in [7] , [23] , the authors work under the same assumptions that we will use, however they consider deterministic and unconstrained optimization problems, while in [22] , the authors employ deterministic subgradient methods and assume that the optimizers of (1) do not change in time.
Contributions. As a first contribution, we consider the stochastic nature of the optimization problem and we propose an asynchronous stochastic gradient-based distributed algo-rithm for the computing nodes to converge to an optimizer of (1) . In fact, due to the time-varying nature of the problem and due to possible errors in the computation of the stochastic gradient, the convergence will be shown up to an error bound, whose size is directly dependent on the mentioned elements. This algorithm can be seen as a generalization in a timevarying context of the work in [13] where only one iteration of the algorithm is performed between consecutive time steps, as well as a generalization of the work in [7] , [23] in constrained, asynchronous, and stochastic settings. In addition, in contrast to [7] , [23] , our algorithm does not hinge on dual variables to reach a common decision vector among the nodes (which complicates significantly the theoretical analysis of convergence), but is instead based on consensus protocols, which are easier to analyze and embed on real hardware.
The proposed algorithm can also be seen as a stand-alone contribution, that can be applied to many different scenarios, for example, in deterministic settings or when the nodes can compute the gradient exactly (we will show an example of these cases in the numerical simulations).
As a second contribution, we consider the case in which the computing nodes have access to the local PDFs p ωi,k only. In this case, to avoid the communication overhead of sending at each time step k, the most current local PDF to the other nodes, we devise a utility-based policy that enables each node to decide locally whether to send such p ωi,k or not. This utility-based policy guarantees that despite the possible outdated information on p ωi,k , each of the nodes is able to compute their stochastic gradient up to a user-specified precision ǫ. This fits perfectly in the scheme of the proposed asynchronous distributed algorithm, and is particularly useful to limit the overhead of sending at each time step the varying PDFs, which might be non-Gaussian and difficult to encode in a message with a limited number of parameters. This second contribution can be seen as a generalization of eventtriggered optimization [24] , where we determine the triggering mechanism not only based on convergence arguments, but also on performance guarantees.
Interesting related work for event-based mechanisms can be found in event-triggered control [25] , [26] , estimation [27] , and energy constrained communication networks [28] , [29] . An important difference between our contribution and these fields of research is that we cast the global optimization problem as a stochastic program, which is able to capture unpredicted (i.e., non-modeled) but locally measurable changes and judge locally their importance to the global performance.
Organization. The first contribution of the paper is encoded in Problem 1, which is formally expressed in Section III and whose solution is outlined in Algorithm 1 and characterized in Theorem 1. The second contribution is the approach to tackle Problem 2, which is fully discussed in Section IV and Theorem 2. Numerical results support the theoretical findings and are reported in Section V. All the proofs are grouped in Section VI.
Notation. For any vector x P R n , the norm }x} represents the standard Euclidean norm. For any real-valued squared matrix X P R nˆn , we say X ľ 0 or X ĺ 0 if the matrix is positive semi-definite or negative semi-definite, respectively. For any positive semi-definite matrix of dimension n, we order its eigenvalues as 0 ď λ 1 pXq ď¨¨¨ď λ n pXq. The symbol b represents the Kronecker product. Given a differentiable convex function f pxq : X Ď R n Ñ R and a non-negative scalar ǫ, an ǫ-(sub)gradient of f pxq at x P X is a vector g P R n such that
and finally, given a compact set X, the symbol |X| stays for |X| :" max xPX t||x||u.
II. ASSUMPTIONS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let X k,k´1 be defined as the convex hull of the union of the sets X k and X k´1 , for k ě 1, i.e., X k,k´1 :" cvxhtX k Y X k´1 u, which will be used in our proofs. Throughout the text we assume the following simplifying assumptions.
Assumption 1: (Sets and Objective functions)
The sets X k are compact convex sets for all k ě 0. The functions f i,k px, ωq, k ě 1, are twice differentiable and convex for all x P X k,k´1 , ω P Ω, and they have the following properties: 1) the expectations E ω,k rf i,k px, ωqs are strongly convex with respect to x P X k,k´1 , k ě 1. In particular, the eigenvalues of the Hessian E ω,k r∇ Assumption 4: (Communication graph) At each iteration k the symmetric adjacency matrix of the communication graph A k is generated by an i.i.d. Bernoulli process with PrrrA k s ij " 1s " s ij ą 0 for all pi, jq P E, with a given probability 0 ă s ij ď 1. Furthermore, let E k be the communication edge set at time k, and let G k :" pV, E k q. For every k 1 ě 1, there exists an integer T ě 0 such that:
1) the union of the edge sets satisfies
connected. Assumptions 1 and 3 are typical in time-varying optimization problems; in particular, Assumption 1 ensures that the optimizer of (1) (if it exists) is unique, while Assumption 3 ensures the existence of said optimizers and bounds their variability, which will be crucial in the convergence of the proposed solution. For a broader perspective on these two assumptions, the reader is referred to [30, Chapter 6] . We notice the need of considering a larger set (X k Y X k´1 ) for the validity of the smoothness conditions on the cost functions; this is due to the time-varying nature of the problem and its role will be clear in the proofs. The compactness assumption on X k is also quite used in (ǫ)-subgradient algorithms and it is not very restrictive (one could always use a box constraint to limit the variability of the decision variable x); furthermore, this assumption is not necessary when the computation of the gradient is exact. Assumption 4 is typically required in asynchronous distributed protocols and is rather weak. Assumption 2 is a simplifying assumption on the nature of the stochastic interdependences; in particular Assumption 2 says that only the neighboring stochastic variables have an effect on each node's cost function f i,k , and that this effect is the sum of local components coming from different neighbors. This is certainly quite reasonable in distributed systems. Finally, Assumption 2 says that the probability space is compact, which is not a ver y restrictive requirement in practice and it is important in quantifying how important are the variations in f i,k w.r.t. the variations in p ω,k .
As mentioned in the Introduction, the problem we are interested in is twofold. First of all, we want to enable the computing nodes to solve (1) in a distributed fashion, where each of the nodes communicates with their neighbors only. For this first task, we introduce local copies of the decision variable x k . These local copies are referred to as y i,k . We formally formulate the problem at hand as Problem 1: Devising a stochastic ǫ-(sub)gradient distributed algorithm in order to enforce that the local decision variable y i,k eventually converges (up to a bounded error) to the optimal solution of (1) at time step k (xk ), or formally,
for some δ ě 0, which has to decrease if δ x Ñ 0 and ǫ Ñ 0.
The second aspect of the problem we consider is to limit the need of communicating the most actual PDF p ω,k among the nodes and can be formulated as Problem 2: Devising a utility-based policy that allows the nodes to decide whether to send or not their p ωi,k and yet that guarantees a prescribed level of accuracy ǫ in the computation of the stochastic ǫ-(sub)gradient.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR PROBLEM 1
In order to solve the first part of the problem we propose a distributed asynchronous stochastic gradient algorithm. We start by defining the time-varying matrix W k and two different stepsizes α ą 0 and β ą 0. The matrix W k is a symmetric matrix based on the adjacency matrix A k as,
From Assumption 4, the symmetric matrix W k has nonzero elements if and only if the related nodes can communicate with each other, it is rank deficient and in particular W k f1 n " 0 n , and finally, for the sequence of matrices tW k u,
As for the stepsizes α and β, the former caters for convergence to the optimal solution of (1), while the latter dictates the consensus among the different computing nodes. The proposed algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Asynchronous distributed stochastic ǫ-gradient
Initialize by picking locally an arbitrary y i,1 P X 0 . Then for k ě 1: 1) compute the local variable v i,k`1 by local communication as
for which we will show that in fact v i,k`1 P X k´1 in Lemma 1; 2) compute locally the stochastic ǫ-(sub)gradient of f i,k with respect to x at v i,k`1 , as
for which p ω 1 P Ω is the PDF of the stochastic variable ω know by node i at time k (which is possibly outdated). We give a sufficient condition for the choseng i,k to be a stochastic ǫ-(sub)gradient in Lemma 1; 3) update the local variable y i,k as
where P X k r¨s indicates the projection operator; 4) go to step 1.
The proposed algorithm involves only local communication (in step 1) and local computations. This is true, provided that each node can obtain the PDF p 1 ω necessary in step 2. We show later in this section how this can be achieved by a utilitybased local communication mechanism, that can be completely disconnected by the communication of the local y i,k 's.
Our first result establishes convergence of the sequence of local variables ty i,k u generated by Algorithm 1 to the optimizer of (1) up to a bounded error. The error is comprised of two parts, one coming from the error in the computation of the gradient, the other coming from the time-varying nature of the original problem.
As for Assumptions 1 and 3, the gradient of the expectations at optimality are bounded for all k, and in particular,
for a certain nonnegative bound G.
Theorem 1:
Let ty i,k u be the sequence generated by Algorithm 1 where eachg i,k is a stochastic ǫ-(sub)gradient of f i,k w.r.t. x at v i,k`1 computed as (5b); let g i,k be the up-to-date stochastic gradient as defined in (15); let y k be the stacked nd-dimensional column vector of the local variables y i,k . Let G be defined as (6) .
| for each k ě 1, then by choosing β ă 1{n, and α ă m f {L 2 , the sequence ty k u convergences as
where γ " 1´βλ 2 pWq and
Furthermore, 0 ă ̺ ă 1 and the convergence rate is linear. As we will see in Section VI, the proof of Theorem 1 is based on the Peter-Paul inequality for a particular choice of the parameter µ. This choice is valid if 0 ă γ ă 1, as in our case, and allows us to separate the effect of α with the effect of the network connectivity λ 2 pWq. Furthermore, it gives us some intuition on which errors will play a more predominant role for different λ 2 pWq. In particular, for highly connected graphs, when γ Ñ 0, then the termψpα, ǫ, ? γq is more important than the time-varying term. This is expected since consensus mixing is faster and the nodes quickly agree on a common approximate optimizer. Furthermore, in this case, to reduce the error, we will have to choose smaller and smaller α's. On the contrary for poorly connected graphs, γ Ñ 1, the error term with G and the time-varying one are dominant. A similar results was found in [7] for deterministic strongly convex optimization problems using a synchronized dual decomposition approach.
Remark 1: The bound that has been derived is not expected to be tight for the whole range of γ's; however one can use the same Peter-Paul inequality with a different choice of µ to obtain tighter bounds for specific values of γ. Our choice was determined based on the idea of dividing the terms of convergence (α) and consensus (β). In addition, it is expected that the smaller δ x and ǫ are, the tighter the bound is.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR PROBLEM 2
We focus now on the second part of our problem, which is how to generate ǫ-(sub)gradient vectors for a specific value of ǫ, that is, under the sufficient condition of Lemma 1 in Section VI, how to generateg i,k such that }g i,k´gi,k } ď ǫ{2|X k,k´1 |. In particular, we consider a utility-based eventtriggered mechanism that allows the computing nodes to send one another the latest updated PDF of ω only when needed, to guarantee a prescribed level of ǫ.
The error in computing the stochastic gradient at node i is Fig. 1 . Quantities known at each node and the communication policy π ij , the quantities with 1 are the outdated ones.
and as a consequence of Lemma 1, we can derive the sufficient condition for each j
where ∆ i is the number of possible neighbors of i, as in E.
If we could use the condition (7) to establish a sending policy, theng i,k would be guaranteed to be an ǫ-(sub)gradient and we would know the error floor in Theorem 1. Unfortunately, neither node i nor node j can compute, check, or enforce (7). This is because nodes have either their updated v i,k`1 or the updated p ωj ,k , b ut not both at the same time (see Figure 1 for a pictorial representation). However, along the mechanism to send the most up-to-date p ωj ,k , we can think of a similar mechanism to send or not the most up-to-date
be the possibly outdated gradient function of node i available at node j. We define the utility metrics,
These utility functions specify how useful is the up-to-date information with respect to the outdated one. All of them are locally computable by nodes i and j, respectively (Figure 1) . With these quantities, we specify the sending policy π ij of node i for each neighboring node j, for any scalar η P r0, 1s and ν ą 0 as follows:
send the PDF p ωi,k to j.
With this in place, the second main result of the paper can be formalized.
Theorem 2: Let each computing node i use the policy π ij (for each j, such that pi, jq P E) defined in (9) for specified values of ǫ, η, and ν. Under Assumptions 1 till Assumption 4 and with the same definitions of Theorem 1, the quantityg i,k defined in (5b) satisfies }g i,k´gi,k } ď ǫ{2|X k,k´1 | and it is a stochastic ǫ-(sub)gradient of f i,k px, ωq w.r.t. v i,k`1 .
Theorem 2 guarantees that our proposed utility-based policy will deliver ǫ-gradient vectors of a prescribed accuracy, thereby ensuring convergence in the sense of Theorem 1. The policy π ij is completely disconnected with the running of Algorithm 1, and it can be triggered at any time step k. Its utility-based nature allows each node to send its neighbors the up-to-date information only when they really need it. We remark that the information that each node has to send is the gradient of f i,k,j with respect to x at v i,k`1 , and the PDF of ω i,k . Both are functions of ω i,k , which need to be encoded in some way. We will show with a simple numerical evaluation how this can be done in practice and that the added communication cost in sending ∇ x f i,k,j px, ω j q| v i,k`1 (which is not present if we send the PDF of ω i,k at each time k) is completely justifiable.
Remark 2: The need of sending ∇ x f i,k,j px, ω j q| v i,k`1 can be properly tuned by selecting small or high ν. In the limit ν Ñ 0, there is no need of sending it.
Remark 3: In the policy π ij , each node needs to know ∆ i and ∆ j for all its neighboring nodes. This can be avoided by considering a more conservative policy which substitutes ∆ i and ∆ j with n.
Remark 4: If each of the functions f i,k px, ωq is a sum of two functions, one dependent on x and one linearly dependent on ω, then it is easy to see that the policy π ij becomes checking the utility metric U p1q S,ij pω k |ω 1 q only, as we will see in one of the numerical examples.
V. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS We now look at two different numerical examples to assess the proposed algorithm in terms of communication overhead and general performance.
A. Least-squares estimation in sensor networks
As a first example, we consider an estimation problem, where each of the computing nodes needs to estimate the state x P r´1{2, 1 {2s
d of a slowly time-varying process. Each node relies on its own measurements z i,k P R d that are linked to the state via the measurement equation,
where H i is a squared stochastic matrix assumed to be full rank for the sake of simplicity. The noise term w i is also zeromean Gaussian and has covariance R i . We assume that each of the H i 's has the form,
while we assume that each scalar ω i P R`is drawn from a truncated Rayleigh distribution with scale parameter σ i,k ą 0 over the compact set r0, 3s, slowly varying with time according to a truncated first-order model,
We consider the following time-varying least-squares estimator for the process x at each time k
and we approximate the expectation operator as a finite sum over N Monte Carlo samples of the stochastic variables ω.
Problem (12) is the optimization program that the computing nodes have to solve in a distributed way using the proposed algorithm, and it is indeed a particular instance of (1). Distributed estimation tasks of the type of (12) may arise in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) array scenarios, for example [31] , [32] . In SAR arrays, noise can enter in the measurements in a multiplicative fashion (speckle noise) and it can be modeled with a Rayleigh PDF. A coupled measurement equation with of the form (10)- (11) can be used to model correlated noise within the neighboring sensors. Other similar problems arise when sensors have access to pair-wise relative measurements.
The simulation that we are going to present has the following parameters 1 : the dimension of the state vector is d " 2, the number of sensors is n " 15, the true state evolves via a linear discrete time-invariant process (unknown to the sensor nodes), x true k`1 " Φx true k`n , where Φ is the state transition matrix, while n is the process noise, assumed zero-mean gaussian with covariance Q and in particular, Φ " r.99, 0.01; 0, 1s,
.3q, 0.001u,
, and the number of Monte-Carlo samples for the stochastic variable ω is N " 5000. We also consider s ij to be the same for all the links. Also, we scale (12) by multiplying by ξ R for better numerical stability. For the problem at hand, we can easily compute the bound on β (we set β " 1{n´1e-4), while a suitable value for α has to be derived by trialand-error as usually happens in distributed optimization (since the constants m f and L are difficult to obtain in practice).
Guided by the stochastic-free case, we set α " 1{400 which works well in the simulation scenarios. Furthermore, we can explicitly write the gradient ∇ x f i,k px, ω j q| v i,k`1 of the scaled problem as,
,k H i pωqs o that with the policy π ij we need to send either the scalar parameter σ i,k or the couple pv i,k`1 , z i,k q, thus 4 scalar values. Finally, the optimal solution of (12) for comparison is also computable in closed form.
In this simulation example, we look at loosely connected, highly asynchronous sensor nodes with s ij " 0.3, γ " 0.98, and a high noise dependence with c i " 1 in H i for all sensors.
The results show convergence of the proposed scheme to an error floor dependent on ǫ (Figure 2 ). Furthermore, it is possible to appreciate the decrease in communication overhead when selecting different error levels w.r.t. the every-time communication strategy, where each node sends to all its neighbors its updated PDF at every time k (Figure 3 ). In particular, even selecting ǫ " 5, ν " .25ǫ yields acceptable accuracy with a significant reduction of communication. (We notice that the utility-based communication can have a communication count greater than every-time, since in utility-based the nodes may need to send also the gradient of the local cost functions).
Remark 5:
More advanced examples can be derived from this least-squares estimation problem. For instance, moving horizon strategies can be considered in the context of maximum a posteriori estimation, as in [7] . One thing to pay attention to is the possible dependence of the cost function on past (estimated) values of the state, i.e., y i,k´1 ; in this case, although the proposed algorithm still converges (under the given assumptions), the physical meaning of the limit point may be less clear.
B. Waypoint generation in robotic networks
The second example is a networked formation control problem, where a number of mobile nodes needs to track a defined point in space and maintain a certain formation. The example is inspired by [33] and has the added aim to show (i) that the proposed algorithm can work with partially overlapping decision variables x (i.e., there is no need for each of the computing nodes to agree on the total decision variable x but only on subsets of it), and (ii) how the policy π ij gets simplified in the case of noise entering linearly in the cost function (see Remark 4) .
We consider n " 16 mobile nodes that have a fixed connection structure and need to track a squared pattern figure in two dimensions (Figure 4) . At a given discrete time k, each mobile node i needs to compute a waypoint x i,k where to head to, this waypoint depends on the current value of the reference point x ref i,k and on the neighboring waypoint/reference values. In addition, we consider each of the reference points to be known to the nodes with some degree of uncertainty, as
,k is the actual reference and ω i,k is drawn from a given (estimated) PDF. Putting this together, the computing mobile nodes have to solve the optimization problem
where x k is the stacked version of the all x i,k 's and θ ą 0 a chosen scaling factor. Problem (13) is an instance of (1). Problems like (13) arise in multi-agent scenarios where each mobile node reference point knowledge is affected by stochastic disturbances. This added term can be a pre-compensation (before running the trajectory generation algorithm) of known disturbances acting during the time frame in which the mobile node aims at reaching the waypoint. These disturbances can be internal (e.g., motors), or external (e.g., environment). Environment noise can be for example wind, if the nodes are sufficiently far apart so that the wind variations at the nodes w.r.t. the average value are uncorrelated with each other. Wind is often modeled as a Weibull distribution, and therefore with this in mind, we model each of the stochastic variables ω i,k 's as drawn from a Weibull PDF varying in time (there is no need for the compactness assumption for Ω in this case, as we will see). In particular,
where, Wpλ, σq is the Weibull distribution with scalar parameters λ and σ, φ λ,i and φ σ,i are drawn from U r0,2πs , and r and ω max,i are given scalars.
The reference states (x sizes α and β are determined according to Theorem 1, in fact, in this example, the bounds are analytically computable. For the simulations we set α " 1.7θ{p2pθ`λ n pWq{s ij2 and β " 0.13{n. We can write the gradient ∇f i,k in closed form as 
where p represents the mean operator; therefore the policy π ij boils down to sending the updated PDF only when condition (14) does not hold. Example 1. In the first example we consider a simulation scenario without noise. The purpose is to display the performance of the algorithm in its ideal case, when both the gradient is computed exactly and the stochastic program reduces to a deterministic optimization problem (and no compactness assumption on X k is required). We select the angular velocity as r " 0.5{40α, and run the distributed asynchronous timevarying optimization problem up to k " 5000. By using snapshots of the agents trajectories we show the algorithm's behavior (Figure 4) . The blue squares are the reference waypoints, while the red points are the agent-computed waypoints at discrete time k. The lines represent the possible connection among agents (which are not time-varying [33] ). As we further see, the convergence performance is in line with the asymptotical bound of Theorem 1, which is rather tight in this particular case ( Figure 5) . Example 2. Stochastic noise is introduced in the second simulation example. We consider the same angular velocity and same α and β. We select ω i,max as 2i{n and we run Algorithm 1 for different choices of ǫ for the utility-based policy π ij . To simulate a sudden change in the noise (e.g., a wind gust), we double λ i,k in the range k P r2500, 3250s.
As we can see in Figures 6 and 7 , even considering limited communication exchange, Algorithm 1 with policy π ij performs almost as if all the nodes were communicating their PDF at each time step. We see that the bound of Theorem 1 for ǫ " .02 is tighter than for ǫ " .2, as expected (see Remark 1); nonetheless, the utility-based policy works as designed.
VI. PROOFS A. Setting Up the Analysis
We define g i,k as the stochastic gradient of f i,k at v i,k`1 , a quantity that will be used to characterize how large "ǫ" is for the stochastic ǫ-(sub)gradientg i,k . We also define the stochastic gradient of f i,k at the optimizer of (1), i.e., xk " yi ,k " vi ,k`1 , as,
Lemma 1: Let X k,k´1 be defined as in Theorem 1; let v i,k`1 be defined as (5a), letg i,k , g i,k and gi ,k be defined as (5b), (15) , and (16), respectively. Under Assumption 1 and for β ă 1{n, then (a) the supporting variable
Proof. (a) The variable v i,k`1 is generated in (5a) as
and thus it is also true that θ i " 1´β ř n j"1,j‰i rA k s i,j ą 0. This means that v i,k`1 is a convex combination of y i,k and since y i,k P X k´1 , then v i,k`1 P X k´1 .
(b) By the definition of the ǫ-(sub)gradient given in (2) and by the definition of the gradient, by the fact that the domain of the f i,k 's needs to be at least X k,k´1ˆΩ by assumption, it has to be (17) for all v P X k,k´1 , ǫ ě 0. Since by definition, the gradient verifies the same condition of (2) with ǫ " 0, a sufficient condition for (17) is
and yet another sufficient condition for this latter inequality to hold is
(c) This claimed inequality comes from the Lipschitz assumption applied to the gradients g i,k and gi ,k of the points v i,k`1 P X k´1 and yi ,k P X k´1 . Lemma 2: With the same definitions of Theorem 1 and under Assumption 1, for any µ ą 0, if }g i,k´gi,k } ď ǫ{2|X k,k´1 | for all i, k ě 1, then the sequence ty i,k u generated by the proposed algorithm is bounded as
Proof. By the definition of the update rule (5c) and the optimal gradient gi ,k given in (16), we can write
where we have used yi ,k " P X k ryi ,k´α ř jPV gj ,k s, and the non-expansivity property of the projection. If we use the Peter-Paul inequality 2 and the boundedness of the optimal gradient (Eq. (6)), we obtain
If we expand the first part of the bound in (19) , we obtain
By using Lemma 1, Assumption 1, and the definition of ǫ-(sub)gradient, we can now bound the following terms,
where we bounded }v i,k`1´yi ,k } ď 2|X k,k´1 |, and by strong convexity (recall v i,k`1 P X k´1 )
Combining these results with (20) and (19) we obtain,
and therefore the claim is proven.
We turn now our attention to the term }v i,k`1´yi ,k } 2 , which can be bounded as follows. Lemma 3: Let y k be the stacked version of the local decision variables y i,k , and letW " ErW k s. Under the same assumptions and with the same definitions of Lemma 2 we have
Proof. By the definition of v i,k`1 in (5a), we can write its stacked version for all i's as
and since pW k b I d qyk " 0 nd , we can expand
We use now the fact that β ă 1{n, which also means
, and thus
We take now the expectation of the previous expression
and since y k and W k are independent,
where trp¨q is the trace operator. And finally, given that Wpy k´yk q will be zero only when we reach consensus (i.e., at optimality), 
ψpα, ǫ, µq ď ϕpα,W, µqE " }y k´yk } 2 ı`α ψpα, ǫ, µq.
B. Proof of Theorem 1
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. Proof. We use again the Peter-Paul inequality, Assumption 3, and Lemma 3 to establish
x p1`1{µqφ pα,W, µqE " }y k´yk } 2 ‰`α ψpα, ǫ, µq˘p1`µq, 3 In fact, λ 1 pI nd´β W k bI d q " 1´βλnpW k q; bounding λnpW k q ď n from [34] , the result follows.
which is true for any scalar µ ą 0. In order to ensure convergence of the sequence ty k u, it has to be r :" ϕpα,W, µqp1`µq ă 1, so that, ? γ´1, and the theorem is proven.
C. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. We start expanding the condition (7) by using the triangle inequality as › › ›Eω j,k r∇ x f i,k,j px, ω j q| v i,k`1 s´E ω 1 And finally, a sufficient condition for (7) is U p1q S,ji pω k |ω 1 q ď p1´ηq ǫ 2|X k,k´1 |∆i , U R,ij p∇ x f i,k,j |∇ x f 1 i,j q ď η ν ǫ 2|X k,k´1 |∆i for any η P r0, 1s; this together with the bound on U p2q S,j pω k |ω 1 q yields the claim.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a distributed stochastic ǫ-gradient asynchronous algorithm to optimize a rather general convex separable time-varying stochastic program. To alleviate the possibly high communication demands among the nodes to track variations in the PDF's of the stochastic variables, we have devised a utility-based policy to trigger the said communication. The overall scheme converges linearly to an error bound whose size depends on the constant stepsize α, on ǫ, and the variability in time of the optimizer. Initial simulation results are encouraging and well display the added value of the proposed approach.
Many relevant questions require further studies. First of all, the Peter-Paul inequality is known to be a loose bound; by substituting this inequality with tighter bounds, we expect more accurate asymptotic results. The algorithm should be further modified to allow for less restrictive assumptions, both on the cost functions and on the stochastic variables. Finally, in order to be able to characterize dynamical constraints, it will be interesting to explicitly include in the analysis cost functions that depend on past variables generated locally, e.g., f i,k should also depend on y i,k´1 , as pointed out in Remark 5.
